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Astrocyte elevated gene-1 (AEG-1) is overexpressed in >90% of
human hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) patients and plays a signifi-
cant role in mediating aggressive progression of HCC. AEG-1 is known
to augment invasion, metastasis, and angiogenesis, and we now
demonstrate that AEG-1 directly contributes to another important
hallmark of aggressive cancers, that is, resistance to chemotherapeu-
tic drugs, such as 5-fluorouracil (5-FU). AEG-1 augments expression of
the transcription factor LSF that regulates the expression of thymi-
dylate synthase (TS), a target of 5-FU. In addition, AEG-1 enhances the
expression of dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase (DPYD) that cata-
lyzes the initial and rate-limiting step in the catabolism of 5-FU.
siRNA-mediated inhibition of AEG-1, LSF, or DPYD significantly in-
creased the sensitivity of HCC cells to 5-FU in vitro and a lentivirus
delivering AEG-1 siRNA in combination with 5-FU markedly inhibited
growth of HCC cells xenotransplanted in athymic nude mice when
compared to either agent alone. The present studies highlight 2
previously unidentified genes, AEG-1 and LSF, contributing to che-
moresistance. Inhibition of AEG-1 might be exploited as a therapeutic
strategy along with 5-FU-based combinatorial chemotherapy for HCC,
a highly fatal cancer with currently very limited therapeutic options.

5-FU � AEG-1 � chemoresistance � DPYD � LSF

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is a highly aggressive and
vascular tumor (1, 2). The treatment options for HCC depend

on the stages and grades of the disease (3). Surgical resection,
radiofrequency ablation, and liver transplantations are the treat-
ments of choice with localized disease (4, 5). However, most HCC
patients present with advanced symptomatic tumors with underly-
ing cirrhotic changes that are not amenable to surgical resection or
transplantation. Transarterial chemoembolization (TACE) and
systemic therapy with doxorubicin alone or a combination of
cisplatin, IFN, doxorubicin, and 5-fluorouracil (5-FU) (PIAF) are
being used for advanced disease with only moderate improvement
(5–11). Small molecule inhibitors and monoclonal antibodies tar-
geting specific signaling pathways are also being evaluated as
potential therapeutics for HCC albeit also with limited success (4,
12–14). As such identification of master molecules regulating the
aggressive progression of the disease will help develop targeted
strategies to effectively combat this fatal malady.

We and others have demonstrated that the expression of astro-
cyte elevated gene-1 (AEG-1), discovered in our laboratory (15), is
augmented in diverse tumors, such as breast and prostate cancer,
melanoma, and malignant glioma (16–21). Our recent findings
document that AEG-1 is frequently overexpressed in HCC com-
pared to normal liver and that the AEG-1 gene is amplified in a
significant proportion of HCC patients (22). More importantly
AEG-1 expression increases with the stages and grades of HCC
indicating that AEG-1 might control the aggressive progression of
this cancer (22). AEG-1 expression is low in HCC cell lines that are
less aggressive and do not form tumors in nude mice (such as
HepG3), while it is conspicuously high in aggressive tumorigenic
HCC cell lines (such as QGY-7703 and others) (22). Inhibition of

AEG-1 by siRNA significantly inhibited growth of QGY-7703
tumors in nude mice while stable overexpression of AEG-1 in
HepG3 cells (Hep-AEG-1–14 and Hep-AEG-1–8) increased inva-
sion, anchorage-independent growth, and led to formation of highly
aggressive, vascular tumors in nude mice (22). In HCC cells, AEG-1
activates multiple signal transduction pathways, such as MEK/ERK,
NF-�B, and Wnt signaling, all known to play vital roles in HCC
pathogenesis (22). AEG-1 also augments angiogenesis further
contributing to the aggressiveness of this cancer. These findings
indicate that AEG-1 might be a key molecule regulating HCC
progression.

Global and pathway-specific gene expression analysis identified
several AEG-1-downstream genes potentially involved in mediating
its function. One gene that is highly induced by AEG-1 is LSF (late
SV40 Factor) (22). LSF was first identified in HeLa cell extracts as
a transcriptional activator of the late Simian Virus 40 promoter
(23). There are 3 identified LSF subfamily genes in the human
genome: LSF (chromosome 12q13), LBP-1a/b (chromosome 3),
and LBP9 (chromosome 2) (24). While LSF and LBP-1a/b are
ubiquitously expressed in the developing and adult mouse, LBP9
expression is restricted to specific tissues, such as placenta. Inde-
pendent identification of LSF as a DNA-binding protein and
transcriptional regulator of other viral and cellular promoters
resulted in the additional names of LBP-1 or UBP-1 (on the HIV
long-terminal repeat), CP2 (on the murine �-globin promoter), and
SEF1 (on the murine serum amyloid A3 promoter) (25–29). LSF
acts both as a transcriptional activator and repressor. It activates
transcription of serum amyloid A3 (SAA3), IL-4, �-globin, �-A
crystallin, thymidylate synthase (TS), and PAX6 in different ver-
tebrate species (25, 29–33). In cell-free extracts, it activates RNA
polymerase II transcription by binding to basal promoter factor
TFIIB (34). LSF also inhibits transcription of HIV LTR by binding
to YY1 and histone deacetylase 1 (HDAC1) (35). A major cellular
target of LSF is the thymidylate synthase (TS) gene, which encodes
the rate limiting enzyme in production of dTTP, required for DNA
synthesis (30). LSF binds to the TS promoter and up-regulates TS
mRNA at the G1/S transition. Inhibition of LSF by a dominant-
negative construct (LSFdn) inhibits TS induction and induces
apoptosis, while addition of thymidine in the medium protects the
cells from inhibition of DNA synthesis and induction of apoptosis
(30). As a consequence, LSF plays an important role in DNA
synthesis and cell survival.
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5-FU is a common chemotherapeutic for HCC (36). 5-FU is
converted intracellularly into 5�-fluoro-2�-deoxyuridine by thymi-
dine phosphorylase with subsequent phosphorylation by thymidine
kinase into the active metabolite 5-fluoro-2�-deoxyuridine 5�-
monophosphate (FdUMP) (37). FdUMP inhibits thymidylate syn-
thase (TS), which reduces the thymidine pool and increases the
uracil pool leading to the inhibition of DNA synthesis. 5-FU is
converted into its inactive metabolite fluoro-5,6-dihydrouracil
(FUH2) by dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase (DPYD) (37). TS
and DPYD gene expression and/or activity are major determinants
of the efficacy of 5-FU (38, 39).

The present studies demonstrate that overexpression of AEG-1
increases resistance of HCC cells to 5-FU. This resistance is
mediated by induction of LSF, with resultant increase in TS and
DPYD by AEG-1. We thus establish another attribute of AEG-1,
chemoresistance, conferring AEG-1-mediated aggressive progres-
sion of HCC and identify 2 previously unrecognized molecules, LSF
and AEG-1, contributing to resistance to 5-FU.

Results
We have previously documented that HepG3 cells express low
levels of AEG-1, and stable overexpression of AEG-1 in HepG3
cells (Hep-AEG-1–14 and Hep-AEG-1–8) significantly increases
invasion and anchorage-independent growth (22). Additionally,
while HepG3 cells do not form tumors in nude mice, Hep-AEG-
1–14 and Hep-AEG-1–8 clones generate highly aggressive, vascular
tumors in nude mice (22). To identify AEG-1-downstream genes,
we performed Affymetrix cDNA microarray analysis between
Hep-AEG-1–14 and Hep-pc-4 cells; the latter consists of HepG3
cells stably transformed with empty pcDNA3.1-hygro vector (22).
A list of the modulated genes have been discussed in our previous
publication (22) and the present manuscript focuses on 2 of them,
LSF and dihydropyrimidine dehydrogenase (DPYD). LSF mRNA
expression was identified to be 23-fold greater in the Hep-AEG-
1–14 clone as compared to the Hep-PC-4. Taqman real-time PCR
showed LSF expression to be 16- and 15-fold higher in Hep-AEG-
1–14 and Hep-AEG-1–8 clones, respectively, compared to the
Hep-pc-4 clone (Fig. 1A). In corollary, both Hep-AEG-1–14 and
Hep-AEG-1–8 clones expressed markedly higher levels of LSF
protein compared to Hep-pc-4 cells as determined by Western blot

analysis (Fig. 1B Left). HepG3 cells that express low level of AEG-1
also express low level of LSF while QGY-7703 cells that express
high level of AEG-1 also show high level expression of LSF
indicating a direct correlation between AEG-1 and LSF expressions
(Fig. 1B Right). As a transcription factor LSF is localized in the
nucleus and immunofluorescence analysis confirmed overexpres-
sion of LSF in nucleus in the Hep-AEG-1–14 clone compared to the
Hep-pc-4 clone (Fig. 1C). The nuclear localization of LSF was also
confirmed by fractionating the cytosolic and nuclear compartments
and analyzing LSF expression by Western blot. In Hep-AEG-1–14
clone LSF is highly expressed in the nucleus (Fig. 1D).

We next checked the transcriptional activity of the induced LSF
in the Hep-AEG-1–14 clone. We transfected LSF-reporter lucif-
erase construct, that contains the LSF-binding site upstream of the
luciferase gene, in Hep-pc-4 and Hep-AEG-1–14 clones. The
luciferase activity was significantly higher in the Hep-AEG-1–14
clone compared to the Hep-pc-4 clone. As a control, the activity of
a construct with a mutated binding site upstream of luciferase gene
did not show increased activity in Hep-AEG-1–14 clone (Fig. 2A).
The specificity of LSF transcriptional activity in Hep-AEG-1–14
clone was confirmed by a dominant-negative LSF (LSFdn, a double
amino acid substitution mutant of LSF initially named 234QL/
236KE that is unable to bind DNA) that oligomerizes with wild-type
LSF to also inhibit its DNA-binding activity (40). The activity of the
LSF-luciferase reporter was markedly induced in the presence of
wild-type LSF (LSFwt) while it was completely extinguished by
LSFdn in the Hep-AEG-1–14 clone (Fig. 2B). Electrophoretic
mobility shift assay (EMSA) analyzing LSF DNA binding to a
radiolabeled consensus LSF-binding element further confirmed the
transcriptional activity of LSF. LSF DNA binding was significantly
higher in Hep-AEG-1–14 nuclear extract compared to Hep-pc-4
nuclear extract (Fig. 2C, lanes 3 and 2, respectively). The shifted
bands could be effectively competed by 100� cold wild-type probe
but not by mutant probe (Fig. 2C, lanes 4 and 5, respectively).

Fig. 1. AEG-1 induces the expression of LSF. (A) Analysis of expression of LSF
mRNA in Hep-pc-4 (pc-4), Hep-AEG-1–14 (AEG-1–14), and Hep-AEG-1–8 (AEG-
1–8) cells by Taqman real-time PCR. (B) (Left) Analysis of LSF protein expression in
the indicated cells by Western blot. (Right) Analysis of AEG-1 and LSF protein
expression in HepG3 and QGY-7703 cells by Western blot. Expression of �-tubulin
was used as a loading control in both panels. (C) Analysis of LSF expression by
immunofluorescence in the indicated cells. (D) Subcellular localization of LSF.
Hep-pc-4 (pc-4) and Hep-AEG-1–14 (AEG-1–14) cells were fractionated into cyto-
solic and nuclear fractions that were subjected to Western blot analysis for LSF
expression.Expressionofactin (forcytosol)and laminB(fornucleus)wasanalyzed
to authenticate the purity of the individual fractions.

Fig. 2. AEG-1 induces transcriptionally active LSF. (A) Hep-pc-4 and Hep-AEG-
1–14 clones were transfected with empty pGL3-basic vector, WT-LSF-luc (pGL3B-
WT4-E1b),andMT-LSF-luc (pGL3B-MT4-E1b)andluciferaseactivitywasmeasured
48 h later. (B) Hep-pc-4 cells were transfected with empty pGL3-basic vector,
WT-LSF-luc (pGL3B-WT4-E1b), and MT-LSF-luc (pGL3B-MT4-E1b) along with an
expression plasmid expressing wild-type LSF (LSFwt) or a dominant-negative LSF
(LSFdn) and luciferase activity was measured 48 h later. In both A and B, firefly
luciferase activity was normalized by renilla luciferase activity and the activity of
the empty pGL3-basic vector was considered as 1. The data represents mean �
SEM. (C) Electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) using 32P-labeled consensus
LSF probe and nuclear extracts from Hep-pc-4 and Hep-AEG-1–14 cells. The lane
numbers are described in the right panel. In lanes 4–6, Hep-AEG-1–14 nuclear
extract was used.
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Incubation with anti-LSF antibody did not supershift the band but
reduced the intensity which might be due to recognition of the
DNA-binding domain of LSF by this antibody (Fig. 2C, lane 6).

To assay the transcriptional activity of LSF on endogenous genes,
we checked the expression level of 2 known LSF-downstream genes,
�-globin and thymidylate synthase (TS), by Taqman real-time PCR.
While we detected an approximate 3-fold increase in steady-state
expression of �-globin mRNA in Hep-AEG-1–14 clone compared
to the Hep-pc-4 clone, we did not detect any difference in TS gene
expression between the 2 clones (Fig. 3A Left). Under steady-state
condition, TS protein expression also showed very little increase
in the Hep-AEG-1–14 clone compared to the Hep-pc-4 clone (Fig.
S1). TS expression is cell-cycle dependent and we reasoned that
analysis of steady-state expression of TS mRNA or protein might
mask its cell-cycle-dependent changes. Accordingly, we serum-
starved the cells for 48 h to synchronize them in G0/G1 phase and
then allowed them to continue progression through the cell cycle by
the addition of serum. TS protein expression was significantly
increased in the Hep-AEG-1–4 clone compared to the Hep-pc-4
clone 12 h after release from serum starvation and it persisted until
24 h (Fig. 3A Right). The role of AEG-1 and LSF in regulating TS
expression was confirmed by AEG-1 siRNA and LSFdn. Both
AEG-1siRNA and LSFdn significantly decreased TS protein ex-
pression (Fig. 3B).

In addition to LSF, the microarray analysis identified DPYD to
be 25-fold up-regulated in the Hep-AEG-1–14 clone compared to
the Hep-pc-4 clone. Taqman real-time PCR confirmed that in
Hep-AEG-1–14 and Hep-AEG-1–8 clones DPYD expression was

6- and 5-fold higher, respectively, compared to the Hep-pc-4 clone
(Fig. 3C Left). As a corollary, the expression of DPYD protein was
significantly higher in Hep-AEG-1 clones compared to Hep-pc-4
cells (Fig. 3C Right). AEG-1 siRNA down-regulated DPYD protein
level in the Hep-AEG-1–14 clone further confirming that DPYD is
downstream of AEG-1 (3D).

The observation that TS and DPYD, 2 important proteins
determining sensitivity to 5-FU, are increased in Hep-AEG-1
clones prompted us to analyze the sensitivity of Hep-AEG-1 clones
to 5-FU. Hep-AEG-1–14 clone is more resistant to 5-FU compared
to the Hep-pc-4 clone (Fig. 4A). The IC50 for 5-FU shifted from
approximately 10 �M in Hep-pc-4 cells to �50 �M in Hep-AEG-14
cells. QGY-7703 cells that express more AEG-1 also showed more
resistance to 5-FU compared to HepG3 cells (Fig. 4B). 5�-deoxy-
5-fluorouridine (5�dFUrd) is converted to 5-FU by the enzyme
thymidine phosphorylase (TP). The 5-FU- and 5�dFUrd-mediated
cell death could be rescued by addition of exogenous thymidine
indicating that 5-FU-mediated killing involves TS inhibition (Fig.
4C). Inhibition of AEG-1 by siRNA or LSF by LSFdn significantly
increased 5-FU-mediated killing in the Hep-AEG-1–14 clone (Fig.
5A and B, respectively). It should be noted that AEG-1 siRNA had
a more pronounced effect on 5-FU-mediated killing compared to
LSFdn indicating that AEG-1 controls multiple effectors mediating
5-FU killing. A similar finding was also observed in QGY-7703
cells. We next checked the effect of DPYD siRNA on 5-FU
sensitivity. DPYD siRNA significantly reduced DPYD protein level
but not AEG-1 protein level indicating that DPYD is downstream
of AEG-1 (Fig. 5C). DPYD siRNA also potentiated 5-FU killing
both in the Hep-AEG-1–14 clone (Fig. 5D) and in QGY-7703 cells.

The in vitro findings were corroborated using nude mice
xenograft studies. QGY-7703 cells were ex vivo transduced with
a lentivirus expressing control siRNA (Lenti.Consi) or AEG-1
siRNA (Lenti.AEG-1si), and 2 days later the cells were s.c.
implanted on the flanks of athymic nude mice. After establish-
ment of the tumor (�100 mm3 requiring about a week) the
animals received i.p. injection of either PBS or 5-FU (30 mg/kg)
3 days/week for 2 weeks. The animals were maintained for
another 2 weeks. At this time point the control animals had to
be killed because of large tumor burden (�2,000 mm3) according
to IACUC protocol. Inhibition of AEG-1 alone resulted in
significant inhibition of tumor growth (Fig. 6A). While 5-FU
treatment alone also resulted in inhibition of tumor growth, the

Fig. 3. AEG-1 induces thymidylate synthase (TS) and dihydropyrimidine dehy-
drogenase (DPYD) expression. (A) (Left) Analysis of TS and �-globin mRNA in
Hep-pc-4 (pc-4) and Hep-AEG-1–14 (AEG-1–14) clones by Taqman real-time PCR.
(Right) Analysis of TS protein expression in the indicated cells by Western blot.
Cells were cultured in the absence of serum for 48 h and then incubated in
10%-serumcontainingmediafor6,12,and24h.Expressionof�-tubulinwasused
as a loading control. The numbers at the bottom represent TS/�-tubulin expres-
sion ratio for each lane when Hep-pc-4 at 0 h was considered as 1. (B) (Upper)
Hep-AEG-1–14 cells were transfected with control siRNA (siCon) or AEG-1 siRNA
(siAEG-1) and expression of AEG-1, TS, and �-tubulin was analyzed by Western
blot. (Lower) Hep-AEG-1–14 cells were transfected with empty vector or LSFdn
and expression of LSF, TS, and �-tubulin was analyzed by Western blot. (C) (Left)
Analysis of expression of DPYD mRNA in Hep-pc-4 (pc-4), Hep-AEG-1–14 (AEG-
1–14), and Hep-AEG-1–8 (AEG-1–8) cells by Taqman real-time PCR. (Right) Anal-
ysis of DPYD and �-tubulin protein expression in Hep-pc-4 (pc-4), Hep-AEG-1–14
(AEG-1–14), and Hep-AEG-1–8 (AEG-1–8) cells by Western blot. (D) Hep-AEG-
1–14 cells were transfected with control siRNA (siCon) or AEG-1 siRNA (siAEG-1)
and expression of AEG-1, DPYD, and �-tubulin was analyzed by Western blot.

Fig. 4. AEG-1 confers resistance to 5-FU. (A) Hep-pc-4 (pc-4) and Hep-AEG-1–14
(AEG-1–14) cells were treated with the indicated increasing concentrations of
5-FU (in �M). (B) HepG3 and QGY-7703 cells were treated with 5-FU (50 �M). (C)
Hep-AEG-1–14 cells were treated with 5-FU (50 �M) or 5�dFUrd (10 �M) in the
absence or presence of thymidine (20 �M). In A–C, cell viability was analyzed by
standard MTT assay on day 7. The data represents mean � SEM.
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combination of AEG-1 inhibition and 5-FU treatment provided
an additive effect on tumor growth inhibition versus either agent
alone. The combination treatment reduced the tumor volume
and tumor weight approximately 70% compared to the control
animals. Analysis of tumor sections revealed that Lenti.AEG-1si
treatment resulted in profound down-regulation of AEG-1 pro-
tein compared to Lenti.Consi treatment in combination with
PBS or 5-FU (Fig. 6B Upper). Staining for Ki-67, a proliferation
marker, showed patches of highly proliferating cells in Lenti-
.Consi/PBS-treated tumors (Fig. 6B Lower). Treatment with
Lenti.AEG-1si/PBS significantly down-regulated Ki-67 staining.
Although Lenti.Consi/5-FU treatment also down-regulated
Ki-67 staining with Lenti.AEG-1si/5-FU treatment Ki-67 stain-
ing virtually disappeared indicating profound inhibition of pro-
liferation with this combination treatment.

Immunofluorescence staining for AEG-1 in the tumor samples
also showed profound down-regulation of AEG-1 protein in Len-
ti.AEG-1si/5-FU-treated tumors compared to Lenti.Consi/PBS-
treated tumors (Fig. 6C Upper). Nuclear staining with DAPI
showed marked increase in cells containing fragmented DNA,
indicative of apoptosis, in Lenti.AEG-1si/5-FU-treated tumors (in-
dicated by arrows in the rightmost upper panel) compared to
Lenti.Consi/PBS-treated tumors. The induction of apoptosis was
further confirmed by TUNEL staining. A significant increase in
TUNEL-positive cells was observed in Lenti.AEG-1si/5-FU-
treated tumors compared to Lenti.Consi/PBS-treated tumors (Fig.
6C Lower).

Discussion
In this manuscript, we demonstrate that AEG-1 confers resis-
tance to 5-FU by inducing the expression of 2 key genes LSF and
DPYD. AEG-1 has been shown to facilitate invasion and me-
tastasis (17, 18, 20, 22, 41). Additionally, it protects normal cells
from serum-starvation induced apoptosis and it cooperates with
Ha-ras to transform normal melanocytes and astrocytes (16, 42,
43). Thus AEG-1 contributes to tumor progression by evoking
multiple changes in cellular physiology. Our present studies
demonstrate that AEG-1 can directly contribute to another
important feature of aggressive cancers, that is, resistance to
chemotherapeutic drugs, such as 5-FU. Nude mice xenograft

studies using HCC cells transduced with Lenti.AEG-1si indi-
cated that inhibition of AEG-1 resulted in almost complete
cessation of cell proliferation, documented by Ki-67 staining,
demonstrating that AEG-1 is essential in activating growth
promoting signals in HCC cells (Fig. 6). Indeed, AEG-1 activates
a plethora of pro-proliferation signaling, such as MEK/ERK,
PI3K/Akt, Wnt and NF-�B, and profound inhibition of AEG-1
by Lenti.AEG-1si, as observed in immunohistochemistry in
tumor samples, might lead to cessation of cell proliferation (17,
18, 22, 41–43). Collectively these findings point to a central role
of AEG-1 in HCC development and progression.

Analysis of AEG-1 expression in clinical samples from mul-
tiple tumor indications has demonstrated that AEG-1 is fre-
quently overexpressed in a large proportion of tumor patients
(17, 21, 22). We have shown that AEG-1 is overexpressed in
�90% of HCC cases compared to normal liver and the expres-
sion level of AEG-1 shows direct correlation to the stages and
grades of HCC (22). The high expression of AEG-1 in HCC and
its ability to confer chemoresistance might explain why HCC are
notoriously resistant to chemotherapy. In this context, AEG-1
expression might provide a useful marker for stratifying patients
receiving chemotherapy. Moreover, targeted down-regulation of
AEG-1 might be an effective means of sensitizing HCC patients
to 5-FU therapy. The ability to exploit this potentially effective

Fig. 5. AEG-1-induced resistance to 5-FU is mediated by LSF and DPYD. (A)
Hep-AEG-1–14 cells were transfected with either control siRNA (siCon) or AEG-1
siRNA (siAEG-1) and then treated with 5-FU (50 �M). (B) Hep-AEG-1–14 cells were
transfected with either empty vector or LSFdn construct and then treated with
5-FU (50 �M). In A and B, cell viability was analyzed by standard MTT assay on day
7.Thedatarepresentsmean�SEM. (C)Hep-AEG-1–14cellsweretransfectedwith
control siRNA (siCon) or DPYD siRNA (siDPYD) and expression of AEG-1, DPYD,
and �-tubulin was analyzed by Western blot. (D) Hep-AEG-1–14 cells were trans-
fected with control siRNA (siCon) or DPYD siRNA (siDPYD) and then treated with
5-FU(50 �M).Cell viabilitywasanalyzedbystandardMTTassayonday7.Thedata
represents mean � SEM.

Fig. 6. Combination of AEG-1 inhibition and 5-FU inhibits growth of QGY-7703
cells in athymic nude mice. (A) QGY-7703 cells were ex vivo transduced with
Lenti.Consi or Lenti.AEG-1si. Two days later, the cells were s.c. implanted onto the
flanks of athymic nude mice. After the establishment of the tumors the animals
were treated with 5-FU for 2 weeks. Tumor volume (Left) and tumor weight
(Right) was measured at the end of the study (4 weeks after the initiation of 5-FU
treatment). (B) Tumor sections from the indicate treatment groups were stained
for AEG-1 (Upper) or Ki-67 (Lower) as described in the materials and methods. (C)
Tumor sections from the indicated treatment groups were stained for AEG-1 and
nuclei were stained with DAPI (Upper). TUNEL was performed in the sections of
thesametreatmentgroupandthenucleiwerestainedwithpropidiumiodide (PI)
(Lower).
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combinatorial approach will be contingent on developing ways of
specifically inhibiting AEG-1 expression in patients. In the
future, this may be achieved using small molecule inhibitors of
AEG-1. Another alternative approach might involve transarte-
rial delivery (through the hepatic artery) of Lenti.AEG-1si or
nanoparticles complexed with AEG-1 siRNA in combination
with chemotherapy. Our observation that Lenti.AEG-1si could
reverse the resistance of QGY-7703 cells to 5-FU in a nude
mouse xenograft model further validates the utility of evaluation
of this approach in not only HCC patients but also in other
cancer indications in which 5-FU is extensively used such as
colorectal carcinoma.

DPYD plays an essential role in inactivating 5-FU by cata-
lyzing conversion of 5-FU to fluoro-5,6-dihydrouracil (FUH2)
(44). Indeed DPYD deficiency, for example, by inactivating
mutation or by polymorphism, directly contributes to 5-FU
toxicity in patients (45, 46). On the other hand, increased DPYD
activity in HCC patient samples has been attributed to the
inherent resistance of HCC to 5-FU and the relatively low level
of DPYD in colorectal cancer explains the reason why colorectal
cancer is sensitive to 5-FU (47, 48). Additionally, the expression
of TS is higher in HCC samples compared to matched normal
liver (49). Currently, no study has analyzed the expression of
LSF, controlling TS expression, in HCC patients. We identify
both LSF and DPYD as downstream targets of AEG-1, and we
have previously shown a correlation between AEG-1 expression
with LSF and DPYD expression levels in patient-derived HCC
samples (22). In our microarray analysis, we did not observe an
increase in other 5-FU metabolizing enzymes, such as dihydro-
pyrimidinase and �-ureidopropionase following AEG-1 overex-
pression (22). Thus, the effect of AEG-1 might be selective for
LSF and DPYD. We previously demonstrated that AEG-1
interacts with CBP and thus might function as a transcriptional
co-activator (18). As such AEG-1 might directly induce the
transcription of LSF and DPYD and analysis of the promoter
region of these 2 genes will provide relevant insights into the
molecular mechanism by which AEG-1 regulates their transcrip-
tion. The DPYD promoter is known to be regulated by AP-1
(50). Studies in prostate cancer cells demonstrate augmentation
of AP-1 activity by AEG-1 (17) that might result in the induction
of DPYD. The transcriptional regulation of LSF gene is not
well-defined. Our initial studies demonstrate that AEG-1 aug-
ments LSF promoter activity, and we are currently analyzing the
molecular mechanism of LSF induction by AEG-1.

In summary, we have identified several potential important mole-
cules, namely AEG-1 and LSF, the targeted inhibition of which might
be exploited as an effective adjuvant therapy for HCC. Liver is an ideal
organ for targeted gene therapy because in vivo administered viral-
based vectors will first be sequestered by the liver. In this context,
Lenti.AEG-1si in combination with 5-FU might be evaluated in trans-
genic animal models of HCC for preclinical evaluation as a prelude to
the translation of this approach into the clinics. Successful completion
of these studies could provide a rational basis for developing an effective
combinatorial therapeutic approach for liver cancer.

Materials and Methods
Cell Lines, Culture Conditions, and Viability Assays. HepG3, Hep-pc-4, Hep-AEG-
1–14, Hep-AEG-1–8 and QGY-7703 human HCC cell were cultured as described
(22). Cell viability was determined by standard MTT assays as described (22).

Plasmids, siRNAs, and Lentiviruses. LSFwt and LSFdn constructs have been
described before (40). All siRNAs were obtained from Santa Cruz Biotechnology.
The 19-bp AEG-1 sequence used to generate AEG-1 shRNA is 5� CAGAAGAAGAA-
GAACCGGA 3�. Detailed description of lentivirus vector production is described
previously (51).

Transient Transfection and Luciferase Assay. Transient transfection and lucif-
erase assays were performed using Dual Luciferase Reporter Assay kit (Promega)
as described (18). The plasmids used were: empty vector (pGL3-basic), pGL3B-
WT4-E1b (luciferase reporter plasmid containing 4 tandem LSF-binding sites), or
pgL3B-MT4-E1b (luciferase reporter plasmid containing 4 tandem mutated LSF-
bindingsites)andrenilla luciferaseexpressionplasmidfortransfectioncontrol.To
knock down AEG-1 or DPYD, cells were cultured for 2 days after transfection of
20 pmol of siRNA for AEG-1 or DPYD, respectively.

Preparation of Whole Cell Lysates and Western Blot Analyses. Preparation of
wholecell lysatesandWesternblotanalyseswasperformedasdescribed (22).The
primary antibodies used were anti-AEG-1 (1:500), anti-LSF (1:2,000), anti-actin
(1:1,000), anti-laminB (1:1,000), anti-TS (1:1,000), anti-DPYD (1:1,000), and anti-
�-tubulin (1:2,000).

Extraction of Total RNA and Real-Time PCR. Total RNA was extracted using a
Qiagen mRNAeasy mini kit (Qiagen). Real time PCR was performed using ABI
7900 fast real time PCR system and Taqman gene expression assays (Applied
Biosystems).

Immunofluorescence and Immunohistochemical Analyses. Immunofluorescence
studies in cells and tumor sections and immunohistochemical studies in tumor
sections were performed as described (22). For immunofluorescence the primary
antibodies used were: anti-LSF (1:100), anti-AEG-1 (1:400), and anti-Ki67 (1:200).
For immunohistochemistry, anti-AEG-1 antibody was used at 1:200 dilution.

Preparation of Cytosolic and Nuclear Extracts and Electrophoretic Mobility Shift
Assay. Fractionation of cytosolic and nuclear extracts was performed using the
nuclear extract kit (ActiveMotif), according to the manufacturer’s protocol.
EMSA was performed using Gel Shift Assay System (Promega) as described
(41). The sequences of the wild-type probe are, sense: 5�-ANA ACT GGG TNG
AGC CNG C- 3� and antisense: 5�- G CNG GCT CNA CCC AGT TNT-3� and that of
the mutated probe are, sense: 5�-TAT GGG TNG AGA CNG C-3� and antisense:
5�- G CNG TCT CNA CCC ATA TNT-3�.

Nude Mice Xenograft Studies. QGY-7703 cells were transduced with either a
lentivirus expressing control (scrambled) shRNA or a lentivirus expressing
AEG-1 shRNA at a concentration of 2 MOI per cell for 48 h. One million cells
were s.c. implanted in the flanks of athymic nude mice. 5-FU was injected 3
times/week for 2 weeks at a dose of 30 mg/kg. Tumor diameter was measured
with calipers at 2 weeks later after the last 5-FU injection, and the tumor
volume in mm3 was calculated by the formula: (width)2 � length/2.

TUNEL Assay. TUNEL assay was performed using ApoAlert DNA fragmentation
assay kit (Clontech) according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

Statistical Analysis. Data were represented as the mean � standard error of
mean (SEM) and analyzed for statistical significance using 1-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) followed by Newman-Keuls test as a post-hoc test. A P value
of �0.05 was considered significant.

Supporting Information. More detailed materials and methods are available in SI
Materials and Methods.
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